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ABSTRACT:
This project focuses on the use of desktop display
interfaces for augmented reality (AR) gaming. With
this type of interface, the user is able to look at a
screen and see the computer-generated graphics
displayed above markers. The desktop display
interface alleviates most of the problems associated
with head mounted displays (HMDs). The software
designed to test the system’s usability is a space
station construction game created with ARToolkit,
OpenSceneGraph, Maya, and 3ds Max. Using an ARenabled pointing device, the user adds various parts
to the station, limited by resources and part
requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of this project is to determine
the effectiveness of augmented reality on a desktop
display rather than a HMD for gaming purposes. The
desktop interface is a rebuild of an older, less
ergonomic model. It is constructed with 80/20
aluminum alloy and a 42” high definition television
with a mirror attached to the back (Figure 1). A
webcam faces the center of the mirror, where the
markers are reflected. The computer is able to
identify the markers and display the corresponding
AR images.

Figure 1: The desktop display in use.

To manipulate the AR environment, the user is given
a wand pointing device with two back-to-back
markers, ensuring that the selected image is always
displayed on the screen. The user can reach under
the TV and see his or her hands displayed on that
screen. The parts library and building area are also
placed under the TV so that the user can manage the
wand through button clicks to grab objects from the
part library and move them to the building area.
II. BACKGROUND RESEARCH
A. Usability
One of the main problems with current augmented
reality systems is the lack of usability. The old
version of the desktop display did not have ample
room for the user to manipulate the markers
underneath the display screen. If the program is
noticeably lagging behind real-time speed, the user
has to slow his or her pace to wait for the computer to
catch up. Also, low frame rate can frustrate the user
and lead to nausea. To create a user-friendly system,
observability (perceptual consistency) and honesty
(cognitive consistency) are vital [4]. Observability is
essentially defined as the need for real-time imaging.
For a desktop display in which the user is able to see
his or her hands, they must appear to move at the
same rate as the user is actually moving them.
Honesty is the degree to which the display conforms
to the user’s idea of what the environment should
look like, including level of detail and spatial
representation. In addition to the two aspects of
consistency, the user needs an interactive task that
draws his/her attention [3]. Regardless of the
technical usability of the device, the software itself
needs to be engaging in order to increase interaction
time and satisfaction.
B. AR Interfaces
The variety of interfaces available for augmented
reality is a problem itself. The chosen interface for
this project was a desktop display rather than the
increasingly popular HMD. Table 1 gives a summary
of the differences between HMDs and desktop
displays. HMDs can be bulky and cause visual
perception issues [2]. They can also reduce a user’s
field of view and make perceptual and motor

manipulations more difficult [12].
Since this
application is designed to be played without a time
limit, and HMDs cause both fatigue and motion
sickness to increase at a quicker rate due to increased
inertia, it was apparent that the desktop display would
be the best choice for an interface [11]. These
displays allow for a longer use time since the user is
looking at a monitor without any part of the interface
attached to the body [6]. Also, the desktop display
allows the user to manipulate more than one marker
at a time, unlike a handheld accompaniment to
HMDs. The nature of the application calls for the
user to move different markers and the desktop
display gives an “interface range in which the user
can manipulate objects and display the state” which
means that on a desktop display, it is easy to
incorporate a head’s-up display (HUD) onto the
screen to assist the user [9]. The desktop display
uses the AR markers to display the images. Figure 2
displays two of the markers both unaugmented and
augmented.

C. AR Gaming
The use of augmented reality in the entertainment
field is a growing trend. It provides a more
interactive style of game-play than the traditional
game-play interface by allowing the user to
physically control most objects. One of the more
well-known examples of an AR game is ARQuake in
which the user wears a HMD to play the classic 1996
Quake game in a real environment [10] (Figure 3).
This game takes advantage of augmented reality by
reducing the graphics needed since some objects are
not computer generated [7].

Figure 3: A screenshot of ARQuake’s University
level as seen from the HMD. The poles, street, and
building are all real whereas the wall and crate are
virtual add-ons.
Figure 2: Left: The blocks without augmentation.
Right: The blocks with AR enabled, showing
cylindrical space station parts affiliated with them.

Table 1.
Differences between HMDs and Desktop Displays.
Device

Head-Mounted
Display

Desktop Display

Sometimes
portable

Not portable

Marker
Manipulations

Single Marker

Multiple Markers

Health Issues

Increased fatigue
and motion
sickness

No known issues

Time allowed in
use

Limited due to
difficulty of
perception issues
and bulkiness of
device

Virtually
unlimited

Collaboration

Only by other
HMD users

By anyone who
can see the screen

Portability

However, ARQuake is only functional in an
environment that has been previously mapped. One
application in development that uses both a HMD
and a desktop display at the time this paper was
written is a multiplayer AR racing game [8]. This
game also incorporates the direct collaboration aspect
of AR. One user “drives the car” while others place
objects for the driver to avoid. Figure 4 demonstrates
the setup where the “driver” wears a HMD while the
other users look at a screen and place components. If
the driver were using a desktop display, the game
could most likely last much longer [6].

Figure 4: The set up of the AR racing game [8]. The
driver is the only one with a HMD while others are
viewing the image from a computer screen.

One of the cornerstones of the video gaming industry
is the user’s visual sense of his or her surrounding
environment.
As evidenced by Liarokapis,
augmented reality provides an increased visual
perception of the gaming environment because the
user is directly manipulating components rather than
using a mouse or keyboard interface for movement
[7].

from the parts library and transfer them to the build
area.

III. GAME MECHANICS AND DESIGN
A. Design Goals
In the preliminary planning stages of the project, four
main components were discussed. It was necessary
to construct a game that would not have any
associated time limit since a main advantage of the
desktop display is the long period of time it can be
used. Since the webcam resolution inherently limits
the quality of the image displayed, it was crucial to
draw attention to the AR elements rather than the
environment. To keep the user engaged in the
application, another necessary aspect was to veer
away from a simple construction application and
incorporate gaming aspects such as victory
conditions when a certain combination of parts are
placed in the build area. The final goal was to make
the interface usable for a variety of users by making
the hardware adjustable. This was accomplished by
adding two pivots at the top of the frame to let the
TV swing up from vertical to horizontal and any
angle in between.
B. Software Overview
The entire game was coded in C++ using OSGART,
a combination of OpenSceneGraph and ARToolkit.
All of the modeling was drafted in Maya and then
converted to 3ds Max.
Each set of models
correspond to a unique marker. Black and white
markers are recognized by ARToolkit, and used as
anchors for graphic elements. The markers are
attached to a thick paper for durability. These AR
markers each have a distinctive set of AR images that
appear when the program is in use. The user can
move the markers with his or her hands to get various
orientations of the AR images. The parts library is
made up of a triple marker multimarker. This means
that as long as one of the three markers is visible to
the camera, the AR images that are tied to the parts
library will be displayed. The building area is also
tied to a different triple marker multimarker. Figure
5 shows the parts library on its corresponding
multimarker. The AR images that the user places in
the build area will appear where they are placed
relative to the build area marker. The AR wand has
two AR markers on opposite sides. This is the tool
that the user manipulates to select the various pieces

Figure 5: The parts library on its multimarker. One
of the images is partially covered, but the AR images
are still displayed.
The game was developed in two phases: the basic
application and the advanced application. The basic
application uses the AR wand to copy parts from a
part library onto the building area. Each piece snaps
to the closest point on an invisible grid in the nearest
perpendicular orientation to the wand. In this basic
version, the user may place any piece at any position.
Figure 6 shows a screen capture of an early version
of the basic application in use. After some user tests,
it was apparent that more points needed to be added
to the build grid and a larger building region was
needed. After these changes were made, the user was
able to build in 3D space, rather than on one 2D
layer. A reset button was also added that clears all
objects in the build area. The parts library takes
precedence over the build area. When within a
specified radius of the library marker the wand
interacts with the library, otherwise it interacts with
the build area. The advanced application implements
a tracker for energy and money, since each part of the
station has an associated “cost” with it. Solar panels
provide energy, while an automated timer increases
resources at a rate dependent on parts present. The
required energy and cost numbers are shown when
the user selects a piece from the parts library. The
total energy and resources available are always
displayed in the corner of the screen. Victory is
achieved when one of each basic component is
placed in the building sphere and the user has a
positive amount of energy.

Figure 6: The basic space station application in use.
The more advanced version also incorporates
additional parts but restricts the user’s ability to place
certain components until other prerequisite
components have been placed. After another round
of usability testing, helpful text displays were added,
including a title screen with instructions, a timer, and
colored text to serve as a warning that resources and
income were getting low or have been depleted
(Figure 7). In this version, two paths to victory are
possible-a military victory and a commercial victorysince the advanced AR components are geared
toward one or the other. Another aspect of the
advanced version was the inclusion of certain parts
(such as the space hotel) that generate income.

Figure 7: The resource and energy count on the top
right of the screen. Notice that the energy counter is
in yellow because the player is running low on
energy. The timer is in the top middle (reading 15
minutes and 2 seconds).
C. Hardware Overview
A new hardware interface was required after an
analysis of the current interface. As previously
stated, the old interface was not sufficiently useable.
For the new design, it was required that it incorporate

features to make it appealing to a variety of users.
Some features that were integrated into the final
design were the adjustable pivots, high definition
television, and a wall mount system to keep the front
of the TV relatively free of building material. Figure
8 shows the SolidWorks concept drawing of the
hardware interface. One of the first items to be
determined was the type of material to use. After
extensive research on different types of metals, the
choice came down to either UniStrut or 80/20. It was
determined that 80/20 was the only viable option
because UniStrut did not have the necessary joint
brackets. Also, 80/20 is more appealing to the eye
due to its erector set quality, making the fittings
nearly seamless in most cases. The black models
were chosen instead of the silver because the TV is
black, which again gives the interface a more
appealing look. The television used is a Samsung
42” LCD HD flatscreen. The flat screen model was
chosen so the TV would have a minimum depth, thus
allowing for more room between it and the tabletop.

Figure 8: The left, front, and isometric SolidWorks
views of the final design. The side bars are clamped
to the user’s desired height and can be adjusted via
the top pivots.
The wall mount serves the purpose of keeping the
front of the TV untouched by material. Parallel to the
mount is a mirror. The mirror faces the table and
reflects the AR markers and the webcam reads them
from the mirror. Before feeding the video to the
application, the camera reverses the image to negate
the effects of the mirror.
There were some minor problems that occurred
during construction. The holes on the wall mount
were of different sizes, so some of the 80/20 fasteners
needed to be screwed into the mount before they
could be attached to the 80/20 bar. The webcam
must be behind the TV structure and elevated. The
old system used a box with the light behind the
camera to add direct lighting. In this system, a tripod
was used for the webcam and two lights were
attached to the sides of the structure.
In addition to the TV interface, a wand was also
constructed. This wand is the tool that the user
controls to move AR components around the
workspace. The wand is a wireless presentation
pointer with two AR markers extended from the

front. The user can move the wand around and select
pieces with the left click button. The one problem
that occurs with the wand is that is becomes
somewhat difficult to place the components in the
exact position desired. Figure 9 shows the wand with
its AR markers attached.

Figure 9: The wand with one side of the AR marker
showing. The extension bar gives the user more The
other side of the wand contains the other half to the
wand multimarker.
V. FUTURE WORK
The manipulation of components was done solely
with a wand in this application, but it is possible to
use a glove with AR markers, reducing the number of
objects the user is forced to use and allowing a more
natural interface. It can also extend to include two
handed operations if two gloves or other devices
were used. Azuma mentions the possibility of
including haptics in a glove approach [1]. If the user
was able to “feel” components locking into place or
force feedback from an attempted invalid action, it
would increase the human interaction in the game by
adding another sense that he or she experiences
during game-play. The incorporation of audio would
give the game more of a “video game” feel regardless
of the inaccuracy of sound in space.
This particular game can also be improved to
incorporate advanced game-play rules. A time limit
or a specific required space station model could make
the game more challenging. Random events can also
be added, thus adding an element of surprise for the
user. An example of such a scenario would be if a
meteor crashed into the station and destroyed
components.
It is also possible to extend augmented reality games
into massive multiplayer online games (MMOs) [5].
In this case, the user would be able to build ships to
combat “enemy” ships (other players). It may be
possible for some users to play on a computer screen
while others use a combination of AR and computer
systems in order to increase the number of users.

The construction and disaster elements of the game
can be applied to simulations. With the incorporation
of a physics engine the space program could
potentially run tests to determine the potential
damage of various incidents (e.g solar flare) on parts
of a space station in 3D.
The hardware component can also be modified to fix
minor flaws. The mirror is about eight inches away
from the back of the TV. If a custom mount was
built, the mirror could be closer to the back of the
TV, thus reducing the space the user has to reach
around.
VI. CONCLUSION
The application demonstrates that AR is a viable step
forward in the gaming industry, especially with
desktop display interfaces. Current technology is a
gateway to explore and expand the capabilities of AR
in entertainment. The project accomplished all four
of its design goals. With the incorporation of some
proposed future work, augmented reality has the
potential to revolutionize the gaming industry.
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